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ABSTRACT: Widening of tunnels in urban areas, instead of building new tunnels, may become a viable solution
for reducing traffic congestion. In the present study, a numerical investigation using FEM was conducted to
examine the effect of tunnel widening on the stability. For the purpose, parallel tunnels were analyzed by
considering four different widening types. For each case, stress and deformation behaviors of the tunnels were
examined and the pillar stability was evaluated. The results indicated that comparing between the tunnel widening
cases with the same pillar width after widening, 5 to 20% higher crown settlement was occurred for the tunnels
widened uni-laterally than those widened bi-laterally. As expected, the highest shotcrete stress was observed for
the tunnels widened to have the narrowest pillar. For all four widening cases, however, the strength/stress ratios
for pillar were found to have the values higher than 1.0.

1

INTRODUCTION

More than 40 years has passed since tunnel construction started in earnest in Korea, the old tunnels that
were constructed in the past are insufficient for smooth
transportation of exponentially increased traffic and
larger vehicles. Furthermore, risks of accidents in tunnels are growing due to cracks, water leakages, and
peelings in the decrepit tunnels.Although many investments are being made in new tunnels to address these
issues, there are many restraints to the construction of
new tunnels in downtown areas because of the difficulties in land purchase, environmental damages, and
the selection of bypass routes during the tunnel repair
works. There have appeared sites that had to carry
out over 40 widening works for existing tunnels due
to these problems, and examples of successful performance of such works, particularly in Japan, have
been reported (Seo et al., 2008; Baek et al., 2007).
The demand for widening works of existing tunnels
is expected to grow in Korea where the percentage of
decrepit tunnels will gradually increase, and interest
in tunnel widening methods is rising in Korea.
Even though domestic construction technology for
new tunnels has reached the world class, a lot of technical development is still needed in the widening work
for existing tunnels due to lack of experience. Considering that the demand for widening of tunnels will
rapidly increase, related studies in line with domestic circumstances are urgently needed. Byeon et al.
(2010) examined the behavior of pillars by rock mass

classification and pillar width through a sensitivity
analysis of the element size of numerical analysis.
Choi et al. (2011) suggested linear planning and tunnel
expansion methods for tunnel widening through the
three-lane expansion design of a two-lane road tunnel
under construction.
In the present study, a numerical investigation using
FEM was conducted to examine the effect of tunnel
widening on the stability. For the purpose, parallel
tunnels were analyzed by considering four different
widening types. For each case, stress and deformation
behaviors of the tunnels were examined and the pillar
stability was evaluated.
2

PILLAR STABILITY EVALUATION

The Tunnel design criteria (2007) states that “When
two or more tunnels are installed in parallel, they
must be sufficiently separated so that they would not
adversely affect adjacent tunnels.” The Tunnel design
manual (2001) states that “When setting the tunnel
separation distance, reviews will be conducted including the numerical analysis of tunnel portal zone with
the geotechnical properties based on PW = 1.5D (PW:
pillar width, D: tunnel width), and the separation distance shall be appropriately increased or decreased to
achieve the optimal separation distance according to
the review results on the topographical conditions of
the pit mouth, the structural stability of the tunnel,
and economic efficiency (land cost, cost of pit mouth
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Table 1. Parallel tunnels separation distance design criteria (Road design guideline, 2009).
Division

Contents

Road design guideline
(’92 Korea expressway
corporation)
Standard manual
for tunneling (’94
Ministry of land,
transport and
maritime affairs, KTA)
Tunnel design manual
(’95 Korea expressway
corporation)

•
•
•
•
•

Tunnel design manual
(’00 Korea expressway
corporation)
Tunnel design criteria
(’07 Construction and
transportation
ministry, KTA)

Note

Original ground can be considered to behave perfectly elastic: 2D
Original ground is a soft ground (e.g. clay): 5D
General
Original ground can be considered to behave perfectly elastic: 2D
Original ground is a soft ground (e.g. clay): 5D

Center to Center

• Center to center distance
– Two lane tunnel: 30 m
– Three lane tunnel: 40 m
• General: 2 ∼ 3D
• Separation distance shall be either increased or decreased from PW = 1.5D
according to the results of the investigation of ground condition, tunnel
structural stability and economical aspect by performing numerical analysis
using geotechnical properties for tunnel portal area and other investigations
• Parallel tunnels should be separated enough such that blasting, vibration
and ground behavior by the tunnel construction do not adversely affect
adjacent tunnel by considering tunnel size, ground characteristics,
blasting/vibration effect, land compensation, hindrance and civil complaint

Pillar Width

Mohr-Coulomb criteria, it is expressed as equation (1)
below.

Uniaxial compressive strength σcm of rock mass is
defined as the following equation (2).

Figure 1. Yielding load acting on pillar (Kang, 2008).

reinforcement work following the reduction of separation distance, etc.),” requiring the determination
of optimal separation distance between parallel tunnels (Jeong et al., 2007). It has been known that if
the separation distance between parallel tunnels of the
same depth is one-fold or more of the tunnel diameter,
its effect is less than 10% (Jeong et al., 2007), but a
detailed review considering the site conditions is necessary to determine the optimal separation distance of
parallel tunnels. Table 1 sums up the design standards
for the separation distance of parallel tunnels.
There have been many methods to evaluate the
stability of the pillar of parallel tunnels, including
empirical methods such as Peck (1969) and Matsuda
(1998) and numerical methods using the strengthstress ratio based on the rock failure criteria with the
principal stress acting on the pillars. Figure 1 shows
a conceptual diagram of the rock load acting on the
central pillar.
In this study, the strength-stress ratio method has
been used to evaluate the stability of tunnel pillar.
If we assume that the start of plastic failure
for various confine stresses is determined by the

Also, gradient k about σ3 is given as the following
equation (3).

σ1 : Axial stress at failure (strength)
σ3 : Confining stress
c: Cohesion
ε1 : Friction angle.
Lastly, Strength-Stress Ratio (SSR) is defined by
the equation (1) as follows;

Figure 2 below represents the stress condition for
the rock pillar strength. Even though the strengthstress ratio of pillar does not represent the safety factor
of the entire pillar, it has been shown that the entire
pillar becomes unstable if the average strength-stress
ratio at the central cross section of the pillar is 1.0
or lower, considering the progressive failure or stress
transfer progress (Hoek and Brown, 1980).
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Table 2. Tunnel cross-sections for analysis.

Figure 2. Stress and strength-stress ratio for pillar (Kang,
2008).

3

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF WIDENED
TUNNELS

An elastic-plasticity analysis was conducted with the
Mohr-Coulomb fracture criteria using the Midas-GTS
which is a general ground finite element analysis program using the geometrical elements as the parameters
according to the widening method and pillar width
of existing parallel tunnels. For the analyzed tunnels,
the OO tunnel width 12.91 m, height 8.2 m) with oneway two lanes on the Jeonju-Gwangyang Express way
which is being operated and the tunnel (width 19.14 m,
height 10.39 m) with one-way four lanes on the Seoul
Outer Ring Road were applied (see Table 2). For the
setting of analysis area, 20 m or higher from the road
center for the top boundary (depth of cover 30.5 m),
three-fold or more of the tunnel excavation width for
the side boundary, and threefold or more of the tunnel height around the tunnel for the bottom boundary
were considered so that the ground boundaries would
not affect the analysis results.
A tunnel widening from two lanes to four lanes was
assumed and the properties of grade 3 were applied
for the surrounding rock mass classification. For the
excavation of tunnel for existing tunnel and tunnel
widening, full face excavation was performed, and it
was modeled to use only shotcrete for the supports so
that the pillar reinforcement effect of the rock bolts
would not be considered.
A tunnel widening from two lanes to four lanes was
assumed and the properties of grade 3 were applied
for the surrounding rock mass classification.
For the excavation of tunnel for existing tunnel and
tunnel widening, full face excavation was performed,
and it was modeled to use only shotcrete for the supports so that the pillar reinforcement effect of the rock
bolts would not be considered.
With regard to the widening from an existing twoland tunnel to a four-lane tunnel, Case 1 is where the
both sides expansion around the central line of the
tunnel and Case 2 is where the widening direction is
toward the rock pillar. Furthermore, Case 3 is where
the widening direction is toward the outside of the tunnel in opposition to Case 2, and Case 4 is where the
widening directions of the preceding and going down
tunnels are identical (see Table 6).

Table 3.

Geotechnical properties.

Rock mass rating

III

Unit weight, γt (kN/m3 )
Elastic modulus (MPa)
Cohesion, C (kPa)
Friction angle, ϕ (◦ )
Poisson ratio, ν
Ko

25
4,400
700
40
0.25
1.0

Table 4. Tunnel support properties.

Soft shotcrete
Hard shotcrete

Elastic
Unit
modulus Thickness weight
(MPa)
(cm)
(kN/m3 )

Design
strength
(MPa)

5,000
15,000

10
21

Table 5.

12
12

Load distribution factor.

Excavation
Soft Shotcrete
Hard Shotcrete

4

24
24

0.5
0.25
0.25

RESULT OF NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION

4.1 Tunnel behavior on widening
Table 7 shows the tunnel behaviors by widening
method with crown settlement, convergence, and
shotcrete stress. The crown settlement values of each
case showed that the narrower the pillar width after
tunnel widening, the greater the crown settlement
value became.
In Case 2 where the pillar width after widening is the
narrowest, the effect on the pillar width was greater by
18–32% compared to the crown settlement of Case 3
where the effect of pillar width is smaller than the
existing case. For Cases 1 and 4 where the pillar widths
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Table 6. Analysis cases for widening of tunnels.

are equal but the widening methods differ, the one side
widening (Case 4) had a little greater effect (5–20%).
Unlike the crown settlement, Case 2 where the
pillar width is the narrowest showed the smallest convergence compared to other cases, and the greatest
convergence occurred in Case 1 of both sides expansion. In the case of going up tunnel (left tunnel), the
convergence showed a decreasing pattern in and after
construction step 3, which confirmed the effect of the
ground relaxation due to the excavation of the going
down tunnel (right tunnel). For Cases 1 and 4 where
the pillar widths are identical, the convergence of Case
1 of both sides widening was greater by 28% than
that of Case 4, showing an opposite tendency of the
crow settlement. The narrower the pillar width, the
greater the shotcrete stress became. In Case 2 where
the pillar width is the narrowest, the shotcrete stress
continuously increased with the progress of construction step. In the other cases, it gradually converged
after the step when the installation of supports of the
going up tunnel was completed (step 4). In Case 2
where the maximum stress occurred, the maximum
value in the construction step was 6.06 MPa, which
was within the tolerance (fca = 0.4fca = 8.4 MPa) for
the 28-day standard strength, but stability could not be
guaranteed after construction because the stress value
did not converge.
4.2

Table 7.
cases.

Parallel tunnel behavior for different widening

Table 8.

Results of strength-stress ratio.

Strength-stress ratio for tunnel pillars

The strength-stress ratio was calculated with the principal stress value of the central part of the rock pillar
between the preceding and going down tunnels which
had been determined on the basis of the strength-stress
ratio equation in section 2.3 above and the numerical
analysis results (Table 8).
As a result of the numerical analysis results, the
narrower the pillar width, the smaller the minimum
principal stress and the greater the maximum principal

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

Min.
Principal
stress
σ3 (kPa)

Max
Principal
stress
σ1 (kPa)

769.55
437.58
849.41
763.77

2020.92
3324.82
1547.63
2027.36

Uniaxial
strength
σcm (kPa)
3002.3

Compressive
Strengthstress
ratio
2.32
1.02
4.14
2.30

stress became. The strength-stress ratio was greater
than 1.0 for all four cases. In Case 2 (pillar width
0.19D) where the pillar width is the narrowest, the
strength-stress ratio was 1.02, which was the most
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Table 9.
cases.

tunnel widened in both sides, depending on the difference of widening to one side or two sides even
though the pillar width was identical. Furthermore,
the greatest convergence occurred when both preceding and going down tunnels were widened to
both sides. In general, when the widening of the
down-tunnel (right tunnel) was started, the convergence of the up-tunnel (left tunnel) decreased on
the contrary, which relaxed the ground.
2. In the case of one side-widening to the pillar direction where the pillar width becomes the smallest,
the shotcrete stress continuously increased with the
progress of the construction step. In all the other
cases (both sides and one side widening to the
opposite side of the pillar), however, it gradually
converged after the installation of the supports of
the going up tunnel was completed.
3. In the two cases where the pillar widths after widening are identical, but the widening methods differ
between both sides and one side, the difference of
the strength-stress ratio was insignificant, suggesting that the pillar width had greater effect on the
pillar stability than the widening method did.

Principal stress distributions for four analysis
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